
being swept away by a large slab-avalanche from the slopes above.
The weather had deteriorated and in driving snow the team descended to

base for more supplies. With no real improvement in the weather we
climbed back up to Camp 3 hoping for a settled period in which to complete
the climb. We were greeted with a 36 hour snowstorm which confined the 4
of us to our small dome tent.

At 3 am on 18 August we set off with bivouac equipment for a final push
for the summit. We reached the colon the NW Ridge at dawn and climbed
steep ice to the foot of a large rock step. The poor quality and angle of the
rock made this section a very difficult proposition. Awkward climbing with
occasional points of aid led to a restricted stance at the foot of a steep
corner. It was now 4 pm and with no bivouac site in view-we decided to
descend to Camp 3. Our food supplies on the mountain had virtually run
out and we only had a few days left before we had to make our long journey
home. With regret we climbed back down to base over the next 2 days but
were resigned to the fact that we had no more time for a further attempt.
When we reached our base camp the weather once again closed in and large
'iimounts of fresh snow fell on our mountain as if to emphasise the end of
our chances in reaching the summit.

Although our attempt to climb Thaime Chish was foiled mainly by bad
weather and conditions our expedition was nevertheless both fascinating
and exciting. The Baltar Valley is a very appealing area with many serious
and difficult objectives; Thaime Chish remains an attractive and intriguing
virgin summit.

Climbers' playgrounds - Europe

36 More rocks in central France

Charles Mont

MOTvan The Parc Naturel Regional du Morvan of 173000 hectares is an
upland area of gneiss and granite lying between the towns of Avallon,
Chateau Chinon and Autun. This is the N limit of the Massif ~entral and
the highest point is Haut Folin (902m). There are forests, large man-made
lakes and some deep river gorges.

There are climbing rocks at Pierre Perthuis close to Vezelay, in the
Vallee du Cousin immediately S of Avallon, by Vieux Chateau in the
Serein valley and in the neighbourhood of Dun-les-Places. The best are
probably those at the Roches du Chien, which rise some 40m above D6,
3km E of Dun-Ies-Places, and the 20m Rochers du Pont adjacent to the
Roman bridge at Pierre Perthuis.
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54 Rocher du Chien (Photo: C. Mont)

The environs of Lyon Climb r in Lyon, even though they are satisfyingl
close to the Alp, have no substantial practice crags in the immediate

icinity. There are however a number of sites within day-trip di tan e any
of which might provide visitors from this country with a climb or two in
pa 'sing on their way to the Alps. The principal location are:
La Roche de Solutre (68km of Lyon, 8km W of Ma~on) providing
numerous routes on limestone up to 30m.
La Roche de Vergisson (only 2km from the above), lime tone again and
somewhat higher.

L'Ecole d'E calade de Doizieux (40km SW of Lyon c10s to Grand 'Croix)
giving routes up to 40m on granite.
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Roche Corbihe (lOkm further on) is similar.
Rochers de Costeros (near Chamalieres, 135km from Lyon in the direction
of Le Puy), a high crag (80m) of a basaltic rock, providing numerous
routes.

None of the above has a guide-book, but details can be found in the
publications of'" the CAF, Section Lyonnais.

37 Climbs near Turin (11) Denti di Cumiana

CAI-Turin
(Translation: A HeppenstaJl)

These rocks, known as the 'Three Teeth of Cumiana' or 'Mountain of the
Three Teeth' constitute one of the most popular and best known training
grounds for Piedmontese climbers. Even now that the Rocca Sbarua is
seeing a steady increase in the number of visitors, the Cumiana Teeth
attract a good number of enthusiasts impressed by the qualities of the
outcrop.

The exploration began around 1930 through the efforts of' Pipi' Ravelli,
who persuaded some of his friends to visit the area as training for bigger
climbs. The friends were Renato Chabod, Paolo Fava and Gabriele
Boccalatte ... not to mention 'Pipi's' dog Brik who took part with his
master in the first ascent of the S ridge of the E Peak.

Perhaps even earlier than this the. area had been visited by the fine
Pinerolo climber Ettore ElIena; a section of his detailed Alpine diary reveals
that he was undoubtedly the first to discover the Rocca Sbarua, and, if not
the first, at least one of the earliest visitors to the Cumiana Teeth. Another
personality arrived later in the form of Gervasutti who met and befriended
Chabod and BoccaJatte after he moved to Turin and through them was
introduced to the surrounding area.

It is said that one day Chabod took Gervasutti to climb on the Three
Teeth. They reached the base of the first smooth slab, rough gneiss with
one or 2 tiny quartz veins. Gervasutti, who was more used to the steep
'juggy' walls of the Dolomites, led off, but after a couple of metres came to
a halt baffled by the holdless nature of the rock. A rapid retreat to the ledge
followed, but then the expert wound himself up properly and soon
overcame the slab. Later he left the mark of his exceptional class on the
Cumiana Teeth.

The E Peak was the first to be climbed, then the buttress of the Central
Peak was overcome with the use of a ladder to surmount an overhanging
section. The ladder was left in position but tragically broke a few years later
while a young climber was using it. He lost his life. Later the pitch was
climbed with the use of pitons. The last to succumb was the W Peak, which
appeared distinctly formidable from the S. But gradually new techniques
prevailed; new routes in the modern image were put up and old ones
improved.

Today the Teeth make a pleasant day out for a climber from Turin and
Pinerolo, especially in early spring when the warm sun shines on the rough
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slabs and, in the distance across the smoke-filled plains, the snow-covered
Cottian Alps stand out clearly. .

The section of the Sangone-N oce watershed which runs from the Aragno
Pass to the Rumiano Pass forms 3 striking rock pyramids; these are the
Cumiana Teeth. The E Peak (l345m) is the most important and the most
impressive, because of a long spur which extends S to as low as 1000m. It
is the most often climbed and offers the longest and most interesting routes.
The E Peak is also known as the Peak of the Chapel because of the presence
on its summit, a fine viewpoint, of a small chapel.

The Central Peak (1351m) sends down to the S a jagged arete,
characterized by several vertical steps. The W Peak (1351m) appears
somewhat repulsive from the S on account of a vertical, and in parts
overhanging buttress. It is a little off the beaten track, and accordingly the
least often climbed. The rock is excellent, a solid, rippled gneiss, often
furnished with good holds. In places however slabs appear which are often
without holds or cracks and can only be climbed by means of quartz veins
which appear at intervals.

Generally speaking the buttress and ridge routes offer considerable
choice and a wide variety of pitches, with good spacious stances. Most pegs
are in place, where these are required. Most routes are free, indeed the rib
like structure of the rock lends itself admirably to this sort of climbing. But
there are aid sections on some routes, including one or 2 horizontal roofs,
normally with cracks running across them. The S-facing aspect makes
climbing possible even in mid-winter.

Valley and A~cess Routes By Val Noce, through Frossasco and Cantalupa
(459m). There is an excellent inn at Cantalupa. From here take a metalled
road which bends rightwards in the direction of the Teeth; at a diversion
turn left (marked Val San Martino) and follow the road which twists among
groups of houses until in the vicinity of Casa Ghiot. Continue a little
further to another diversion and turn sharp right. Follow a steep
unmetalled road to Casa Pra Martino, where cars should be left. The
unmetalled road is easily recognized as it climbs in the direction of the S
shoulder.

From the end of the unmetalled road an excellent path (no. 351) leads up
a wooded spur and trends towards the S shoulder of the E Peak. At a fork
bear left and continue horizontally to reach the first rocks near a stream; t
hour from the car. Alternatively continue by path no. 351 to reach the
Ellena fountains, at the end of the first step in the S spur of the E Peak, and
further on the Rumiano Pass which crosses the main watershed
immediately right of the E Peak. From the Rumiano Pass a path leads to
the summit by the N face.
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38 Rotenfels

Joachim Schneider
(Translation: J. Fairley)

Sometimes it is difficult to find partners for a climb on the Rotenfels,
because it is well known for its special characteristics: nearly every hold
wobbles. This brings about what seems to be the virtually impossible
situation that one must clamp the hold in place with one's left hand in order
that one can pull on it with the right. After a few practice climbs one
discovers that such climbing is in fact possible. Pure peg-specialists would
do better to look elsewhere for climbing. On the other hand, the Rotenfels
is the right school for climbers wishing to learn 'free-climbing'. Many
generations have already served their alpine apprenticeship here and have
discovered that free-rock climbing is often more important on many routes
in the Alps than carting around quantities of uncountable pegs.

The Rotenfels is much more than a Klettergarten. Naturalists as well as
pure mountaineers find plenty to see, to watch and to marvel at. From the
viewpoint, the 'Bastei'-above the highest non-alpine rock wall in
Germany-visitors have a tremendous view towards the S and downwards
to the foot of the rocks where a narrow girdle of vines runs along the rocks
followed by the main road, the railway embankment and the river Nahe.

Position The Rotenfels are to be found on the northern bank of the River
Nahe 3km as the crow flies from Bad Krenznach (a few km W of Mainz)
beyond the small village of Bad M ii nster in the Nahe valley, or
alternatively, 1km upstream from Ebernberg.

Accommodation It is possible to spend the night at the Gasthaus 'Zur
Bastei' above the rocks, or in Ebernburg. Free camping is possible near the
edge of the Plateau.

Geology The Rotenfels consists of porphyritic quartz originating from the
Permian period towards the end of the Palaeozoic era. The stone contains
many crystal fragments which are visible with the naked eye.

Nature Conservation The Rotenfels is a Nature Reserve and is in both its
length and its height, a miniature Alpine landscape. Nature lovers will
rapidly discover a wide variety of fauna, especially various normally rare
birds. Even alpine flowers are at home here especially the 'KiichenscheIJe',
the Pasque flower (Anemone Pulsatilla). The Rotenfels is occasionally
closed to climbers because of breeding birds of prey, as well as protected
rare plants.
(a) Overall close season: 15 February to 15 May
(b) Glockengrat, Madonna and Wacholderweg: 15 February to 15

August .
(c) Whole year closure: everything left of the Glockengrat (as seen from

the Nahe).
Unfortunately the best and highest routes are also closed (extremely brittle
and therefore dangerous rock). Some of these are the Mainzer crack, the
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55 Glockengrat, Rotenjels (Photo: j. Schneider)
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Saarbri.icker chimney-(160m!)-in the Basteiward, and the Sputnik
Ridge. Providing the close season is respected, a narrow part of the central
Rotenfels E of the obvious pillars of the 'Bastei' is open to climbers.

First Ascents It is no longer possible to determine when the first climbers
attempted the Rotenfels. The bell mounted on the Glockengrat bears an
inscription from the year 1895; however the more difficult routes were first
opened up after 1955. Among others was the Sputnik Kante, the first
ascent of which coincided with the first Earth orbit of the Sputnik. In the
last 15 years, further highly graded routes have been climbed on the central
wall. Unfortunately on the new routes there are too many fixed pitons
cemented into place, with the result that these pitches have been
downgraded. The old pitons have also been replaced by cemented-in pitons
on the popular old routes (however, not on the forbidden routes).

The highest Rotenfels wall-the Bastei Wall-with a height of almost
200m, has not yet been climbed direct. Many attempts have been made.
The last was in 1959 when the late Johannes Rutz and Herbert Winckler
got as far as the middle of the wall but then had to traverse left out to the
Mainzer Crack because of the extreme friability of the rock.

The Bastei wall will remain a problem for some time to come, perhaps
for ever, not only because of its friability but also because it is forbidden.

Descent There are several possibilities via paths and over easy climbing to
descend through the walls but even the descents are alpine in character and
require care. One must be warned that without sufficient local knowledge
or an exact description, the route-finding is extremely difficult. Many fatal
accidents have occurred, particularly on descent. Hence 'do not chance it'.

Routes Once more one must repeat that the rock is very brittle and is
partly covered in vegetation. Ironmongery can generally be dispensed
with, but it goes without saying that a safety helmet is necessary. One must
take special care and give consideration to following ropes; this is especially
important in the descent gullies.

Rewarding climbs are as follows: Glockengrat, 4SL, III +, a classic;
Wacholderweg, 2SSL, IV - ; Madonna, 2SL, IV; Spitzer Turm, Ill. The
Mittlewand (Central Wall) is a steep, relatively continuous lOOm high slab.
Here are the highest, longest most difficult and most solid climbs, e.g.:
Wolfi Route 3SL, V, a classic; alte Mittlewand, 5SKm IV, a classic;
direkte Mittlewand 5SL, VI - , a classic; Rizzi- Fi.ihre, 5SL, V; Frankfurter
Verschneidung, 5SL, V + ; Wiesbadener Weg, 4SL, IV, a classic.

The mountaineer will find more than Klettergarten training in the
Rotenfels, he will find a piece of 'alpine Heimat'!
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